


Sales
Conversations

SEALING THE DEAL 
WITHOUT BEING PUSHY



Agenda
•What is a sales 
conversation?

•Packaging your conversation: 
Discovery, Clarity, Strategy

•How to structure your 
conversation

•Tips



Resources
•Sales Conversation Template

•Invitation Template



Create 
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What is a sales 
conversation?

•Is this a fit?

•Ask questions

•Answer questions

•Ask for the sale



How do you feel 
about sales 
conversations?
•If they’re interested…I’ll sign 
them up!

•Ack…sales!
• Rejection
• Don’t want to be pushy
• Don’t like being sold TO
• Feels awkward
• Don’t know how



High Pressure
•Trying to get people to do 
something they don’t want to do

•Convincing, manipulating, tricking

•Urgency & scarcity

•Internet marketing

•Selling from the stage

•Closing and “objection handling”



You DON’T 
need to do that
•Asking questions

•Listening

•Empathizing

•Relationship building

•Problem solving



If you follow 
the system…
•80% of the work will 
be done

•You’ll have built some 
Know, Like, Trust

•They’ll already be 
very interested or 
ready to buy



This is more like 
counseling than 
selling! I can do this.
~ Happy Client

“



Agenda
•What is a sales 
conversation?

•Packaging your conversation: 
Discovery, Clarity, Strategy

•How to structure your 
conversation

•Tips



Timing & 
Permission

A sales conversation takes 
place after a potential 
client has expressed 
interest AND has consented 
to having the conversation



A sales conversation 
can provide value!

•Discovery Session

•Clarity Session

•Strategy Session



Discovery Session

•All Purpose

•What do you need?

•Can I help you with anything?



Clarity Session

•Ideal for coaching, 
counselling

•Where are you now?

•Where do you want to go?

•What’s in the way?



Strategy

•Ideal for consulting, training, 
wellness

•What’s working?

•What isn’t? 

•What’s missing?

•What needs to happen?



It’s not a “free session” 

•Value comes from clarity, next 
steps, an overall plan – not from 
having problems solved right now

•Make it clear that it is a sales 
conversation





Agenda
•What is a sales 
conversation?

•Packaging your conversation: 
Discovery, Clarity, Strategy

•How to structure your 
conversation

•Tips
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Set an 
appointment
•Allow enough time

•Invite them to review your 
website or other materials 
before you meet

•Send reminder confirmation

•You call them



Manage your mindset
•Optimistic, positive, confident: 
assume you can help, assume the call 
will go well

•Unattached to the outcome: might 
not be a good fit

•Remember: they’re feeling stuff too! 
Nervousness, excitement, fear



Gather your materials

•Print agenda

•Pen and paper

•Supporting materials (sales page 
or services list)

•Water



Establish rapport and 
set the agenda

•It’s your job to “take the lead”

•Small talk…keep it short

•We’re here today to help you get some clarity and see 
whether or not I can help you. 

•I’m going to start by asking you some questions, we’ll 
get clear about where the problem is, then, if I believe 
I can help, I’ll outline the services I can offer you.

•Sound OK?
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“Most people think “selling” 
is the same as “talking.” 
But the most effective 
salespeople know that 
listening is the most 
important part of their job.” 
~Roy Bartell

“



Ask Questions
What do you need to know in order to know whether or not 
you can help the person?

•What inspired you to reach out to me?

•Where are you now? 

•Where do you want to be?

•What’s in the way?

•Why is that important to you? What will that do for you?

•What have you tried before?



Let them do most 
of the talking

•Leave space

•“And what else?”

•Ask follow on questions

•Seek to understand the 
problems and what they 
want



Be bold: ask what you
need to know

•Explain why you need the 
information: “So that I can prepare 
a proposal that works for you –
can you give me an idea of your 
budget?”

•Soften: “I’m curious…”



Take notes!

•Write down key points

•Use THEIR words

•Use later in conversation

•Use in your marketing materials



Beware the traps!

•Getting off topic and into solution 
mode 

•Them asking questions and you 
answering! (Gently bring back to 
agenda)



Check for understanding
•Summarize and use some of their words: here’s what 
I heard you say… 

•Have I got that right?

•Is there anything else you’d like to add?

•Do this until they confirm your understanding



I think I have everything I 
need from you. Would it 
be OK if I took a minute 
to summarize to make 

sure I understand 
correctly?

Sure!



You’re feeling stressed 
out. Between work and 
the kids, you have no 

time for yourself. Feeling 
out of balance. 



And…you want to find a 
way to relax that doesn’t 
involve 3 bottles of wine 

per night.



Do I have it right?
Oh…you forgot the part 

about not sleeping



Right. Not sleeping. 
Anything else?

Nope!
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Ask 
yourself:

Can you 
help?

• “Based on what you’ve told 
me, I’m not the right person 
for this project/situation.” 

• Refer or suggest

No

• Choose a package or service 
to recommend

• Assume that they are 
interested

Yes



Transition with permission
•I have a package/program/service that can help with 
<their problem> Would you like to hear about it?

•I work with clients on this issue all the time – would 
you like to know more about what’s involved in 
working with me?



I have program 
specifically designed to 

help with stress 
reduction. Would you like 

to hear about it?

Yes!



Explain + Bridge

•Map their problems or desires to your offer – and 
use their words
•This program is designed to help you (insert their 
problem) in order to (get the result they want)

•Skip the parts that aren’t relevant

•Give details (number of sessions, price, etc.) last



OK! Here’s what you get. 
First. Learn 5 different 

relaxation techniques you 
can use at your desk at 
work, instantly reduce 

stress



You’ll also get 3 balance 
and boundary sessions to 
create a home routine to 
reduce stress and make 

time for yourself, get that 
sense of balance back



And…some natural 
relaxation remedies that 
work just as well as wine, 

without the 
hangover…and they’ll 
help you sleep better



In total you get: 5 
sessions, a relaxation 

remedy kit and guided 
meditation audios all for 

$497



Answer questions

•Do you have any questions?

•Answer them!

•Repeat until they have no more 
questions
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Sometimes a 
question is a Yes

•How do we get started?

•How do you accept 
payment?



Ask for the sale

•Would you like to get started?

•Be quiet! (Let them think.) 

•Wait for them to talk

•This is not pressure. It’s 
respectfully giving them time to 
think.



Uncomfortable with this 
part?

•Sometimes clients aren’t sure you 
want to work with them

•If you don’t ask, they might think
they’re not “good enough”



I have to think about 
it…
•What do you need to think about?

•Sometimes that means people have 
more questions…

•Sure! How long do you need? When can 
I check in with you?

•Sometimes it’s a “nice” way of saying no



Spell out what happens 
next

•Payment

•Contract or Agreement

•Homework

•Appointment booking

•Tip: create a checklist!



Agenda
•What is a sales 
conversation?

•Packaging your conversation: 
Discovery, Clarity, Strategy

•How to structure your 
conversation

•Tips



Make sure it really IS 
a sales conversation

•Sometimes questions are 
just questions – not actual 
interest

•Suggest an appointment



Don’t assume they 
can’t afford it

People have money – and 
they make choices about 
how to spend it



The surprise phone call 
or email

1. Can you tell me more about 
what you do?

2. How much do you charge?



Can you tell me more 
about what you do…

This is a trap!

NOT an invitation to talk for 20 
minutes!



Can you tell me more about what 
you do…
•Offer a quick summary, results oriented. “I offer a 
range of counselling services that help people get 
over their personal struggles and live a great life.” 

•Instead of trying to tell you about EVERYTHING that I 
do, would it be OK if I asked you a few questions so 
that I can get a better sense of what you need?



How much does it 
cost?
Don’t know what else to ask

Have a budget

Looking for cheapest



How much does it cost?

•That depends – I have a number of different options 
and packages

•Would it be OK if I asked you a couple of questions so 
that I can get a better sense of what you need?



Summary
•The sales conversation takes place at 
the end of the buying process

•Your goal: Is this a fit?

•Prepare, ask questions, listen, clarify 
how your offer meets their needs, ask 
for the sale, finalize the transaction



Next Steps
•Modify sales conversation 
agenda to suit your business




